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Covid-19 Special edition.
Norvitae is a Norwegian Pharmaceutical company. We also provide
PPE and selected medical equipment to help combat Covid-19.
Besides our own production we have carefully selected and
verified certified products from reliable manufacturers.
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NV – Surgical Mask. This product category is often
simply referred to as ‘Face Mask’, but Face Masks come
in Consumer qualities or Medical Grade. Our Surgical
Mask is Medical Grade.
Production Starting in Norway in July 2020.
DESCRIPTION: A surgical mask is intended to be worn by health professionals during
healthcare procedures. It is designed to prevent infections in patients, and colleagues, by
preventing bacteria and virus in liquid droplets and aerosols from the wearer’s mouth and
nose to spread. Despite high quality filter, the shape of the Surgical Masks is such that
it first and foremost shall protect others against the wearer and not the wearer against
others who are sick.
In the current time of Pandemic, the surgical mask is a vital tool in the fight to limit the
spread of SARS-CoV-2. A number of countries now encourage or even enforce the use of
a ‘Face Mask’ when in public areas. The Norvitae Surgical Mask will be the optimal choice
for such.
NOTE! It is a disposable mask and not intended for reuse. Not because the mask itself
loses its filtering capacity, but because the process of taking it on-and-off and the storage
of the mask in between is likely to expose both the wearer and other individuals. This is
why Norvitae advise to respect that the product is classified as ‘Non Reusable’.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF MASK:
Our mask is designed and made to comply with EN 14683, Type II.
- Layer 1, (outer layer) is drop repellent nonwoven Polypropylene.
- Layer 2, is Meltblown Polypropylene (The filter).
- Layer 3, (inner layer) nonwoven soft breathable polypropylene.
Layer 1 is designed to be fluid resistant to splashes of blood and other infectious
materials.
Layer 2 is where Norvitae chooses to use a higher quality Meltblown filter than many
other manufacturers and superior to all ‘consumer grade’ face masks.
Layer 3 is made of soft nonwoven polypropylene that breaths and avoids moisture to
form on the surface making it comfortable to wear for prolonged periods of time.

All Norvitae masks are made by Norvitae in Norway.
By end 3Q-2020 Norvitae will manufacture also the fabric for
all 3 layers in Norway such that the core will be polypropylene
made in Europe.
Norvitae will be in full control of the quality throughout all stages of
production from the Meltblown filter material to the production and
packing of mask.
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